Focusing on the problems of quality information management and quality defects diagnosis in the manufacturing process of large equipment, a novel quality defects diagnosis method based on product gene theory and knowledge base was developed. First, a product gene model and a sectional encoding method for the quality control of the manufacturing process of large equipment were proposed. In that model, the processing surface was the minimum information granularity to meet the production characteristics of large equipment and to improve the flexibility of the product gene model. Then, a similarity evaluation rule and an optimization method of the weights of elements based on particle swarm optimization (PSO) were addressed to filter the available knowledge of product gene from the product gene knowledge base. Aiming at the characteristic of many-to-many between quality defects and quality influence factors in some cases, a fuzzy comprehensive evaluation (FCE) method was developed for the further localization of diagnosis knowledge. Finally, an experiment of bearing spacer was applied to illustrate the proposed quality diagnosis approach. In the experiment, the data from the target gene and knowledge genes were described reasonably. On this basis, available knowledge genes could be accurately filtered with the proposed similarity rule and the method of filtration, where the PSO was proved to be effective. The diagnosis results of the experiment show that multiple factors lead to the defects that were verified. Therefore, the proposed quality defects diagnosis method is an effective way for quality control.
Introduction

Problem Statements
With the rapid development of manufacturing industry and scientific technology, meeting customer's diverse demands and improving service quality have become the main concern when manufacturing enterprises adjust their strategies [1] . Therefore, quality becomes one of the key factors in determining the core competitiveness of a manufacturing enterprise. More and more enterprises choose to take advanced quality monitoring and management technologies or methods to improve product quality for meeting the demands of customers, such as quality evaluation [2, 3] , quality improvement [4] , and quality diagnosis [5] . Almost all of the quality information generated from the manufacturing process, thus the quality control of the manufacturing process becomes an effective method and key policy for enterprises to improve the quality of products [6] . Quality defects diagnosis is one of the quality control methods that can effectively deal with the quality problems of products in the manufacturing process, and it has aroused more and more attention among the academic community [5, 7, 8] . Different from other quality control methods that include quality inspection, quality evaluation, and quality evolution prediction during the manufacturing process, quality defects diagnosis can not only find out the causes of defects in time but can also optimize manufacturing environment and avoid subsequent product quality problems, thus can enhance product quality.
Make-to-order is the common mode for large equipment enterprises [5] ; some diagnosis methods of quality defects for the manufacturing process of products have been developed. In previous studies, case-based reasoning (CBR), mathematical models, and artificial intelligence methods were mainly applied. For instance, several CBR-based methods were proposed [9, 10] for the diagnosis of cam grinding's contour error and the fault of loaders. The typical mathematical models and artificial intelligence methods that include statistical control methods, rough set, fuzzy theory, and neural network were developed. For example, Zhang et al. [11] proposed a new dynamic partial least squares (PLS) model to deal with the quality-related fault diagnosis issue for dynamic processes. Peng et al. [12] proposed a framework for the quality-based fault detection and diagnosis of nonlinear batch processes in the multimode operating environment. To solve the problem of multi-causes process quality diagnosis in manufacturing, Niu et al. [13] developed an algorithm based on the binary tree of quality cause set and intermediate quality.
In those methods, statistical control and mathematical models are the main approaches. Aiming at the problem of the diagnosis of dimensional failures, Xie et al. [14] proposed a rough set-based fault diagnosis method. Yaqiong et al. [15] and Chang et al. [16] introduced fuzzy theory to quality management and diagnosis, and improved enterprises' quality control levels. Focusing on the problem of monitoring the quality of the small scale resistance spot welding of titanium alloy, Wan et al. [17] proposed different neural network models for weld quality prediction. Kordestani et al. [18] introduced a new fault diagnosis method for the multifunctional spoiler (MFS) by using artificial neural networks and discrete wavelet transform. In addition, some hybrid methods were developed. For instance, Zhang et al. [19] proposed a hybrid rough sets and support vector machine method to deal with the issue of the fault diagnosis for the hydroelectric generator unit. To address the problem of the fault diagnosis of electronic systems, Shi et al. [20] developed a hybrid dependency matrix diagnosis and fuzzy diagnosis method. Zhou et al. [21] proposed a hybrid method based on ontology and signal analysis to solve the problem of the fault diagnosis of mechanical components.
The methods mentioned above can effectively solve a large number of quality diagnosis problems. However, they still fail to meet the demands of quality defects diagnosis in the following aspects: First, CBR is an approach which ignores information formed in the manufacturing process, therefore, it is difficult to obtain accurate diagnosis results in cases where quality information is of great complexities; second, mathematical models are difficult to eliminate the noise interference and need complex calculation [5] . In addition, most of these models are used for fault diagnosis of equipment rather than products of manufacturing, although their applicability is often limited; last, with the increasing demands of customers, great difficulties in quality management are caused by the large variety of quality information. Therefore, how to manage and utilize complex quality information becomes a critical problem.
In recent years, knowledge-based quality defects diagnosis methods that integrated with genetic engineering are proposed to deal with complex product information and optimize product quality [2, 5] . Genetic engineering first appeared in the biological field for gene diagnosis and DNA identification [22, 23] and provided excellent information description and delivery methods. Because of its excellent characteristics, genetic engineering was introduced into the manufacturing field [24, 25] and provided a remarkable way of describing and modeling the product quality information of increasing complexities. Furthermore, product gene theory is an effective method to explore the formation of product quality, which has been widely applied in mechanical engineering [2] .
Research Framework
A novel quality defects diagnosis method based on product gene theory and knowledge base was developed to address the problems of the quality defects diagnosis of the manufacturing process for large equipment in this study. First, a product gene model and a sectional encoding method for the quality control of the manufacturing process of large equipment were proposed. In the model, the processing surface was the minimum information granularity to conform the production characteristics of large equipment and to improve the flexibility of the proposed product gene model. Then, a similarity evaluation rule and an optimization method of the weights of elements based on particle swarm optimization (PSO) were addressed to filter the available knowledge of the product gene knowledge base. In terms of the characteristic of many-to-many between quality defects and quality influence factors in some cases, a fuzzy comprehensive evaluation (FCE) method was developed for the further localization of diagnosis knowledge. The experiment applied in this study has shown that the proposed method can effectively support the quality defects diagnosis of the manufacturing process for large equipment. The framework of the method mentioned above is shown in Figure 1 . A novel quality defects diagnosis method based on product gene theory and knowledge base was developed to address the problems of the quality defects diagnosis of the manufacturing process for large equipment in this study. First, a product gene model and a sectional encoding method for the quality control of the manufacturing process of large equipment were proposed. In the model, the processing surface was the minimum information granularity to conform the production characteristics of large equipment and to improve the flexibility of the proposed product gene model. Then, a similarity evaluation rule and an optimization method of the weights of elements based on particle swarm optimization (PSO) were addressed to filter the available knowledge of the product gene knowledge base. In terms of the characteristic of many-to-many between quality defects and quality influence factors in some cases, a fuzzy comprehensive evaluation (FCE) method was developed for the further localization of diagnosis knowledge. The experiment applied in this study has shown that the proposed method can effectively support the quality defects diagnosis of the manufacturing process for large equipment. The framework of the method mentioned above is shown in Figure 1 . In the framework, the proposed method includes two parts: product gene theory and the quality defect diagnosis method. The former is the application foundation of the latter. As shown in Figure  1 , the product gene model and encoding method are applied to extract the target gene. The similarity calculation rule is applied to retrieve and filter knowledge genes from the product gene knowledge base, where direct similarity and synthetic similarity are used to filter knowledge genes. In addition, a PSO is developed to optimize the weights of elements in the target gene for calculating synthetic similarity. The fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method is applied to get diagnostic results (i.e., quality defects diagnosis shown in Figure 1 ). Finally, these results will be validated according to the actual manufacturing information of the defective product, and then a new knowledge gene will be established with the encoding method. The contributions of this study can be summarized as follows:
(1) A quality gene model and a corresponding encoding method are developed. Compared with the existing studies, the model provides good flexibility in application.
(2) Both similarity evaluation rule and fuzzy comprehensive evaluation are applied in the study to meet the characteristic of many-to-many between quality defects and quality influence factors. In the framework, the proposed method includes two parts: product gene theory and the quality defect diagnosis method. The former is the application foundation of the latter. As shown in Figure 1 , the product gene model and encoding method are applied to extract the target gene. The similarity calculation rule is applied to retrieve and filter knowledge genes from the product gene knowledge base, where direct similarity and synthetic similarity are used to filter knowledge genes. In addition, a PSO is developed to optimize the weights of elements in the target gene for calculating synthetic similarity. The fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method is applied to get diagnostic results (i.e., quality defects diagnosis shown in Figure 1 ). Finally, these results will be validated according to the actual manufacturing information of the defective product, and then a new knowledge gene will be established with the encoding method. The contributions of this study can be summarized as follows:
(1) A quality gene model and a corresponding encoding method are developed. Compared with the existing studies, the model provides good flexibility in application. (2) Both similarity evaluation rule and fuzzy comprehensive evaluation are applied in the study to meet the characteristic of many-to-many between quality defects and quality influence factors.
(3) An optimization of weights based on PSO is developed in the study to improve the calculation method of similarity and obtain more accurate diagnostic results.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of the related work about product gene theory and its application. Section 3 defines the product gene model, encoding method, similarity calculation rule, and the mode of evolution. Then, a quality defects diagnosis method based on the proposed product gene model and methods is explained in Section 4. In Section 5, an experiment about bearing spacer in an M5018A roller press is applied to illustrate the method proposed in Section 4. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 6.
Related Work
Genetic engineering comes from the field of biology. It is introduced into the manufacturing field for its similarity with products which have been studied in the literature [26] [27] [28] . To increase the efficiency and quality of designing, Shang et al. [29] introduced the concept of the functional surface as the information carrier to link product function and structure together. They described a product genetic model to represent and organize product information. Feng et al. [30] established a mechanism chromosome model, which is constituted by a mechanism chromosome relationship graph and mechanism chromosome matrix. Focusing on the diversity and complexity of machine tools design, Zhao et al. [31] proposed a novel gene recombination method based on a complex network; the method extracts the assembly components of machine tools as the structural genes for defining the extraction rules of network elements. Zhu et al. [32] proposed a designing method based on gene recombination and integrated with reverse engineering; in their study, the product gene is divided into function gene and structure gene. The studies mentioned above focus on improving the efficiency and quality of product design, which is the main application field of the product gene. These results provide sufficient application basis for other fields, including quality diagnosis. However, most of the existing studies ignored the dynamic quality information covering production environment, workers, state of machine tools, and so on in the manufacturing process. Focusing on the problem of quality defects diagnosis in the manufacturing process for large equipment, Sun et al. [5, 33] proposed a quality diagnosis method based on a quality gene model to analyze the causes of quality defects, which is effectively applied in building equipment-manufacturing enterprises. Li et al. [2] proposed a quality evaluation method to predict and diagnose product quality based on the product gene.
In summary, substantial progress has already been made in the existing researches of product gene theory, but the following issues are still needed to be dealt with:
(1) The existing research about product genes focuses mainly on the product design of structure, assembly, function, performance, and so on. Therefore, the product gene information models cannot meet the demands of quality diagnosis in comprehensiveness and dynamism.
(2) Most of the existing gene models take one product or one component as the minimum unit of the model, but most of the parts or products are different in terms of standards, materials, demands of functions, and performance in the manufacturing enterprise of large equipment, so the gene model proposed in the existing literature have limited reusability.
(3) Little research developed or integrated the diagnosis method based on product gene theory with the characteristic of many-to-many between quality defects and quality influence factors in some cases.
Product Gene Theory
In manufacturing enterprises of large equipment, the customization degree of a product is very high, thus most products or parts are different. Considering this characteristic, establishing a general model for describing product quality information is of great importance. Geometrically, a point is the smallest entity, followed by a line, surface, part, and component. In mechanical structure, points and lines are cumbersome and inconvenient to express a quality unit. Compared with solid parts and components that are the information unit of quality model [5, 33] , the surface is the most suitable unit to describe quality information and to provide a general information model for quality management [29] .
To describe the quality information reasonably and to improve its applicability by considering the characteristics of large equipment and its manufacturing process, a product gene model based on processing surface for dynamic quality control is developed in this paper.
Definition 1.
Processing surface: It is not a new concept to the mechanical engineering field with a different perspective. In this paper, a processing surface is a unit that is formed after a series of manufacturing processes, and it is also a continuous surface with some certain functions, which include assembly, load bearing, improving performance, and so on.
Product Gene Model for Dynamic Quality Control
Biologically, a gene is a segment of DNA with specific genetic information. DNA consists of four nucleotides which include A, T, C, and G [34] . The sequence of these nucleotides determines the features of an organism. Therefore, a gene is also a group of specific nucleotide sequences which determines a set of specific characteristics [29] . Besides, genes can transmit genetic information to the next generation [5] . Similar to an organism, a processing surface is a basic unit to form its one product or one component. Correspondingly, a product gene unit describes the genetic information of a special surface which determines a set of features, the gene of one product or one part which consists of a set of gene units. Corresponding to biological genes, the relationship between biological gene and product gene for dynamic quality control of large equipment is shown in Figure 2 . to describe quality information and to provide a general information model for quality management [29] . To describe the quality information reasonably and to improve its applicability by considering the characteristics of large equipment and its manufacturing process, a product gene model based on processing surface for dynamic quality control is developed in this paper. 
Definition 1
Product Gene Model for Dynamic Quality Control
Biologically, a gene is a segment of DNA with specific genetic information. DNA consists of four nucleotides which include A, T, C, and G [34] . The sequence of these nucleotides determines the features of an organism. Therefore, a gene is also a group of specific nucleotide sequences which determines a set of specific characteristics [29] . Besides, genes can transmit genetic information to the next generation [5] . Similar to an organism, a processing surface is a basic unit to form its one product or one component. Correspondingly, a product gene unit describes the genetic information of a special surface which determines a set of features, the gene of one product or one part which consists of a set of gene units. Corresponding to biological genes, the relationship between biological gene and product gene for dynamic quality control of large equipment is shown in Figure 2 . In addition, the gene of one product or one part is multi-level and interrelated, it can be explained by the descriptions as shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4 . GUq in Figure 4 represents gene unit q. Different lines represent different relationships among the gene units, which include assembly relationship, influence relationship, and sequence relationship. In addition, the gene of one product or one part is multi-level and interrelated, it can be explained by the descriptions as shown in Figures 3 and 4 . GUq in Figure 4 represents gene unit q. Different lines represent different relationships among the gene units, which include assembly relationship, influence relationship, and sequence relationship. Considering the characteristics mentioned above, the definitions of product gene based on the processing surface are performed as follows: Definition 2 Product gene unit based on processing surface: In this study, we express the product gene of a surface with a model which consists of 6 sets as the expression (1) . According to the corresponding relationship between product structure and product gene as shown in Figure 3 , the gene of one product or one part can be expressed by expression (2) . Considering the characteristics mentioned above, the definitions of product gene based on the processing surface are performed as follows: Definition 2 Product gene unit based on processing surface: In this study, we express the product gene of a surface with a model which consists of 6 sets as the expression (1) . According to the corresponding relationship between product structure and product gene as shown in Figure 3 , the gene of one product or one part can be expressed by expression (2) . Considering the characteristics mentioned above, the definitions of product gene based on the processing surface are performed as follows: Definition 2. Product gene unit based on processing surface: In this study, we express the product gene of a surface with a model which consists of 6 sets as the expression (1). According to the corresponding relationship between product structure and product gene as shown in Figure 3 , the gene of one product or one part can be expressed by expression (2) . GU = (L, C, P, I, R, PE) (1)
where L, C, P, I, R, and PE represent Label Information Set, Quality Characteristics Information Set, Processes Information Set, Quality Influence Factors Set, Interrelated Information Set and Quality Performance Information Set respectively.
Definition 3. Label Information Set L:
It is used to describe the adscription information of a processing surface and expressed by L = (UID, EC, PC, SC). Here, UID represents the unique code of gene unit, EC represents the code of equipment which is composed of the code of equipment name and equipment type, PC represents the code of part which is composed of the code of part name and part type, and SC represents the code of surface name and surface type.
Definition 4. Quality Characteristics Information Set C: C = (C 1 , C 2 , C 3 , . . . , C a ). It describes the size, precision, and feature properties of a processing surface. Here, the properties include length, width, radius, screw-pitch, roughness, hardness, and so on, of which each is represented by a C i .
Definition 5. Process Information Set P: P = (P 1 , P 2 , P 3 , . . . , P b ). It describes the information of processing types and methods of a processing surface. Here, P i consists of the allowance of one side and the processing mode of process i, which is shown by P i = (AW i , PMC i ).
Definition 6. Quality Influence Factors Set I: I = (MAT, I 1 , I 2 , I 3 , . . . , I c ). Quality influencing factors mainly include operator, equipment, material, process, measurement, and environment (5M1E) [35] . Therefore, 5M1E is the basis of the quality influence factors set. In Quality Influence Factors Set,
represents the information of influence quality of process i. Here, the eight symbols in I i represent the capability of the worker, type of machine, age of machine, temperature of environment, humidity of environment, method of detection, time of heat treatment, and temperature of heat treatment, respectively.
The number of quality influence factors involved in different processes are different. MAT represents the material of target gene unit. The structure of I has strong adaptability in meeting the demands of extensive collaborative manufacturing of large equipment.
Definition 7.
Interrelated Information Set R: It contains three kinds of interrelated information, i.e., assembly relationship, influence relationship, and sequence relationship. Therefore, it can be represented by a 3-tuple as R = (AR, IR, NR). Here, AR contains the codes of surfaces which have assembly relation with the target surface, IR contains the codes of surfaces which would influence the quality of target surface and NR contains the codes of surfaces defining the sequence of the target surface in a part just like a part in a piece of equipment.
Definition 8.
Quality Performance Information Set PE: PE describes the performances of one gene unit or one part. It is represented by PE = (pe 1 , pe 2 , pe 3 , . . . , pe d ) which contains a set of strings which represent different defects and different states of the target surface.
Encoding Method of Product Gene
Definitions described above explained the structure of a product gene unit. To apply it, a reasonable encoding solution is necessary to be established. Focusing on the problem, some typical encoding methods have been developed. For instance, Shang et al. [29] proposed a feature-oriented encoding scheme based on the generalized positioning principle (GPP) by taking the functional surface as the basic gene carrier. Cao et al. [36] presented an encoding approach for part and product series. Sun et al. [5] proposed a two-level quality gene encoding method for quality diagnosis. Looking at the product quality evaluation problem, Li et al. [2] developed an encoding method based on letters.
Large equipment contains a large quantity of heterogeneous quality information. Its encoding method of information should avoid information misunderstanding caused by inconsistent names, descriptions, and classifications to the greatest extent for its excellent application performance. Therefore, based on the principles of uniqueness, classification, high adaptability, integrity, and efficient retrieval, a sectional encoding method is developed in this paper to describe and store the information of elements in the product gene. The characteristics of this method are as follows:
(1) Each element consists of three segments of data, they are separated with "#." Therefore, an element can be expressed by EL = (ECS#EVS#EMS), where ECS, EVS, and EMS represent the code of an element, the value set of attributes of the element and the metadata set corresponding to EVS. Here, the data format of EVS corresponding to an ECS is fixed. EMS describes types of values in corresponding EVS. EVS and EMS can be expressed by EVS = (evs 1 , evs 2 , . . . , evs e ) and EMS = (ems 1 , ems 2 , . . . , ems f ) respectively. If values in EMS are the same, then EMS = ems. This approach can effectively reduce the number of encodings.
(2) The first segment of each element is encoded according to its information set and element type. The values of the second segment uniformly represented by strings for improving the applicability of the encoding method. Then these values can be appropriately used according to the coding of the last paragraph. Table 1 shows the main data types in EMS. Five data types are applied to describe the values of EVS of the product gene. For instance, the information of size and precision are defined with continuous numeric values, the information of measuring methods are defined with option values, the information of capabilities of workers are defined with discrete values, and so on. Table 1 . Encoding method and data types of product gene.
Composition of Attribute Code Type of Value Description
Code of element# (values set)#(metadata set)
Boolean (B) It can be described by a binary number.
Option (O)
There are multiple options to be chosen and only one option can be chosen.
Discrete (D)
A discrete value is a discontinuous value or it belongs to one of several discrete intervals.
Continuity (C)
A continuous value is a continuous numeric value which can be computed.
String (S)
A string value is described with a string which consists of one or more characters.
Assuming what is shown in Figure 5 is the product gene of a bearing spacer, according to the definitions in Table 1 , the product gene of this bearing spacer should consist of three gene units. The meanings of codes in GU (1) are explained in Table 2 . (1) Each element consists of three segments of data, they are separated with "#." Therefore, an element can be expressed by EL = (ECS#EVS#EMS), where ECS, EVS, and EMS represent the code of an element, the value set of attributes of the element and the metadata set corresponding to EVS. Here, the data format of EVS corresponding to an ECS is fixed. EMS describes types of values in corresponding EVS. EVS and EMS can be expressed by EVS = (evs1, evs2, ..., evse) and EMS = (ems1, ems2, ..., emsf) respectively. If values in EMS are the same, then EMS = ems. This approach can effectively reduce the number of encodings.
Composition of attribute code Type of Value Description
Option (O)
Discrete (D)
Continuity (C)
String (S)
Assuming what is shown in Figure 5 is the product gene of a bearing spacer, according to the definitions in Table 1 , the product gene of this bearing spacer should consist of three gene units. The meanings of codes in GU (1) are explained in Table 2 . As shown in Table 2 , the code of one element consists of three segments split by "#." The first segment of the element describes its code, the second segment describes its related values of attributes, and the third segment describes the type of each value. For instance, in the "4-1#ZG270-500#S", the "4" indicates that the code belongs to I, the "4-1" represents the element of material, the "ZG270-500" is the material, and the "S" indicates that the type of "ZG270-500" is a string. In the "4-11#(3, C6125, 12, N1)#(C, S, C, O)", "4-11" represents the rough turning, the "(3, C6125, 12, N1)" indicates that the capability of worker is "3", the machine type is "C6125", the age of the machine is 12 years, and the inspection method of rough turning is the conventional method, and the "(C, S, C, O)" describes the types of values of the "(3, C6125, 12, N1)". Table 2 . Meanings of codes in GU (1).
Information
Set Code Explanation
The unique code of GU (1) is "23" and the type of its value is continuity.
1-2#M5018A#S
The code of the equipment is "M5018A", and the type of value is string.
1-3#1F2#S
The code of the part is "1F2" and the type of value is string.
1-4#C6#S
The code of the type of surface is "C6" and the type of value is string. The actual width is 50.2 mm, the design width is 50 mm, the lower deviation is -0.3 mm, the upper deviation is 0.3 mm. The types of values are all continuity.
2-5#(42, 40)#C
The actual hardness is HRC42, the design hardness is HRC40. The types of values are both continuity.
The allowance of one side is 5 mm; the processing mode of rough turning is "C1". The types of values are continuity and string, respectively.
3-12#(2, C2)#(C, S)
The allowance of one side is 2 mm, the processing mode of semi-finish turning is "C2". The types of values are continuity and string, respectively.
3-71#NA1#S
The mode of natural aging is "NA1" and the type of the value is string.
3-13#C3#S
The processing mode of finish turning is "C3" and the type of the value is string.
3-53#Q1#S
The mode of quenching is "Q1" and the type of the value is string. 
4-1#ZG270-500#S
The material is "ZG270-500" and the type of the value is string.
The capability of worker is "3" the machine type is "C6125", the age of machine of rough turning is 12 years. The types of values are continuity, string, continuity, and option respectively.
The capability of the worker is "3" the machine type is "C6125", the age of machine of semi-finish turning is 12 years. The types of values are continuity, string, and continuity, respectively.
4-71#(16, 75, 4.2)#C
The average temperature is 16°C, the humidity is 75%, the time of natural aging is 4.2 hours. The types of values are all continuity.
The capability of worker is "4" the machine type is "C6125" the age of the machine is 5 years, and the inspection method of finish turning is the conventional method. The types of values are continuity, string, continuity, and option, respectively.
4-53#(2, 3, 835)#C
The capability of the worker is "2" holding time is 3 minutes, the temperature of quenching is 835°C. The types of values are all continuity.
The unique codes of related surfaces are "24" and "25" respectively, and influence relationship and sequence relationship are included. The type of value is continuity.
The defect is general surface roughness error and the type of value is option.
Similarity Calculation Rule
To apply product gene theory, a similarity calculation rule is developed to measure applicability of diagnosis knowledge in product gene knowledge base in a specific case. Its definition has been described in the literature [5] . Here, the product gene knowledge base is the information basis of application of product gene theory. It is defined as follows: Definition 9. Product Gene Knowledge Base: It consists of a great quantity of product gene knowledge of quality, the data come from the historical data of quality management and control. The product gene knowledge is similar to a product gene, and its gene unit consists of 7 sets, as shown in expression (3). KGU = (L, C, P, I, R, PE, KCL)
where the first six sets are similar to the sets in GU, KCL describes the evaluation and diagnosis conclusions which are expressed by KCL = (kcl 1 , kcl 2 , kcl 3 , . . . , kcl g ). The encoding method of KGU is the same as GU.
In this study, if ECS of an element and value of SC in the target gene are the same as they are in the reference gene, the values of them can be used to calculate similarity. Considering the data types as shown in Table 1 , to calculate the similarity between the elements in target gene and the corresponding elements in the reference gene, the string similarity, numerical similarity, option similarity, and discrete similarity are defined to calculate the similarity, and they are explained as follows:
(1) String similarity The string similarity is measured by matching degree between two strings. The calculation method is expressed as follows: 
where NumA and NumB are values of attributes which are both continuous in target gene and reference gene.
In information set C, an element can be expressed by EL_C = SC#(NV1, NV2, NV3, NV4)#C, where NV1 represents the actual value, NV2 represents the design value, NV3 represents the lower deviation, NV4 represents the upper deviation. Their types of values are all continuity. Considering their different roles, the calculation methods of them are defined as follows:
The similarity between an NV2 or NV3 or NV4 in target gene (NVA2 or NVA3 or NVA4) and the corresponding NV2 or NV3 or NV4 in reference gene (NVB2 or NVB3 or NVB4) is calculated by Equation (5) .
If the values of NVA3, NVA4, NVB3, and NVB4 are all null, then the similarity between an NV1 in target gene (NVA1) and the corresponding NV1 in reference gene (NVB1) is expressed as follows:
In this equation, the value of similarity is determined by the difference between the actual value and the design value. Considering the design accuracy, it can more accurately reflect the difference between the target value and the reference value than Equation (5). For example, the design value of hardness of a part is 40; it means that the actual hardness of the product should not be less than 40 to qualify. If the actual hardness (target value) is 36 and a reference value is 42, the similarity is 36/42 = 0.86 according to Equation (5) , while the similarity is 0 according to Equation (6) . Here, the target value does not meet the requirements, while the reference value meets the requirements. Obviously, 0 is better than 0.86 in reflecting their similarity. Therefore, Equation (6) is applied under the conditions above.
If the values of NVA3, NVA4, NVB, and NVB4 are not null, then the similarity between an NV1 in target gene (NVA1) and the corresponding NV1 in reference gene (NVB1) is expressed as follows:
where DA is the deviation degree of value in target gene and DB is the deviation degree of value in the reference gene. NVA3 and NVB3 are reference values. Similar to Equation (6), the calculation method as shown in Equations (7)- (9) can obtain a more accurate value of similarity than Equation (5).
(3) Option similarity The option similarity is measured by the matching state between two values which are optional or Boolean. The calculation method is expressed as follows:
where OptA is an optional value of an attribute in the target gene and OptB is an optional value of an attribute in the reference gene. BlA is a Boolean value of the attribute and BlB is a Boolean value of an attribute in the reference gene. (4) Discrete similarity Discrete value is an uncontinuous value and the value corresponds to a certain interval or one of the predefined values. Different from option and Boolean values, the discrete value can be used to do mathematical calculations. The discrete similarity is expressed as follows
where Dre1 is a discrete value of an attribute in the target gene and Dre2 is a discrete value of an attribute in the reference gene. Dre max (j) is the maximum value of the j th discrete variable and Dre min (j) is the minimum value of the j th discrete variable. Each of them represents a certain interval or one of the predefined values. For instance, the capabilities of workers can be divided into several levels with an expression of WLS = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}, "7" represents the most proficient level while "1" represents the least skilled level. Therefore, Dre max (j) is "7" and Dre min (j) is "1". If Dre1 is "5" and Dre2 is "3," then δ(Dre1, Dre2) = 0.67. In addition, the values of attributes "1-1" and "5-1" are only used to retrieve relevant data from the product gene knowledge base without calculating similarity.
Evolution Mode of Product Gene
Similar to biological genes, the product gene is also hereditary, and its evolution happens along with the manufacturing process of a product or a part. The initial codes of the product gene come from the design data. In the manufacturing process, some quality information is transmitted as genetic information to the next generation while other information changes during the manufacturing process. The evolution process of GU (1) as shown in Table 2 is shown in Figure 6 .
process. The evolution process of GU (1) as shown in Table 2 is shown in Figure 6 . In the evolution process of product gene, some information is new and some information is inherited from the changes of other information, its essence is a gradual process of product formation. For instance, in Figure 6 , the "3-11#(5, C1)#(C, S)" is generated after rough turning. The "2-5#(-, 40)#C" is inherited to the next generation. The "2-1#(931.26, 905, -0.09, 0)#C" becomes "2-1#(915.06, 905, -0.09, 0)#C" after rough turning.
In summary, the product gene model, encoding system, similarity calculation rule together with evolution mode of product gene provide the theoretical as well as a methodological basis for describing, tracking, and applying quality information. It is of great significance to realize dynamic quality description and controlling in the manufacturing process.
Quality Diagnosis Method for Manufacturing Process
Product gene theory has been applied to quality defects diagnosis [5] . The calculation method of synthetic similarity between the target gene and the reference gene is applied to find the applicable In the evolution process of product gene, some information is new and some information is inherited from the changes of other information, its essence is a gradual process of product formation. For instance, in Figure 6 , the "3-11#(5, C1)#(C, S)" is generated after rough turning. The "2-5#(-, 40)#C" is inherited to the next generation. The "2-1#(931.26, 905, -0.09, 0)#C" becomes "2-1#(915.06, 905, -0.09, 0)#C" after rough turning.
Product gene theory has been applied to quality defects diagnosis [5] . The calculation method of synthetic similarity between the target gene and the reference gene is applied to find the applicable diagnosis knowledge in product gene knowledge base. It ignores the characteristic of many-to-many between quality defects and quality influence factors in many cases. Besides, the weight of each element is set directly, which may lead to inaccurate diagnosis result. Therefore, a quality defects diagnosis method based on similarity and fuzzy comprehensive evaluation is developed in this study with the theory and methods proposed in Section 3 of this paper, and the PSO is applied to optimize the weights of elements of product gene. Figure 7 shows the process of quality defects diagnosis method. diagnosis knowledge in product gene knowledge base. It ignores the characteristic of many-to-many between quality defects and quality influence factors in many cases. Besides, the weight of each element is set directly, which may lead to inaccurate diagnosis result. Therefore, a quality defects diagnosis method based on similarity and fuzzy comprehensive evaluation is developed in this study with the theory and methods proposed in Section 3 of this paper, and the PSO is applied to optimize the weights of elements of product gene. Figure 7 shows the process of quality defects diagnosis method. Figure 7 . Process of quality defects diagnosis based on product gene.
In the process, the quality diagnosis method based on product gene theory contains two parts covering filtering knowledge and fuzzy comprehensive evaluation for multi-factor diagnosis. Here, the effective data of the target gene should be extracted from the database for modeling the data and removing useless information. The detail elaboration of filtering knowledge will be shown in Section 4.1, with the second parts of which the fuzzy comprehensive evaluation being shown in section 4.2.
Filtering Method of Product Gene Knowledge
The related parameters and variables are summarized as follows: 
SD(PG, KPG)
Direct similarity between target gene (PG) and reference gene (KPG) Figure 7 . Process of quality defects diagnosis based on product gene.
In the process, the quality diagnosis method based on product gene theory contains two parts covering filtering knowledge and fuzzy comprehensive evaluation for multi-factor diagnosis. Here, the effective data of the target gene should be extracted from the database for modeling the data and removing useless information. The detail elaboration of filtering knowledge will be shown in Section 4.1, with the second parts of which the fuzzy comprehensive evaluation being shown in Section 4.2.
Filtering Method of Product Gene Knowledge
Index of an attribute in element p k , corresponding index in a knowledge gene unit SD(PG, KPG)
Direct similarity between target gene (PG) and reference gene (KPG) SD(GU(k), KGU(k))
Direct similarity between gene unit k in PG and corresponding gene unit in KPG S(PG, KPG)
Synthetic similarity between PG and KPG S(GU(k), KGU(k)) Synthetic similarity between gene unit k in PG and corresponding gene unit in KPG δ(E(p k ), KE(p k ' )) Similarity between element p k in PG and the corresponding element in KPG δ(A(i(p k )), KA(i(p k ' ))) Similarity between attribute i(p k ) in PG and the corresponding element in KPG TS, TSS Threshold of direct similarity, the threshold of synthetic similarity
SD(GU(k)(PE), KGU(k)(PE))
Direct similarity between the information set PE in GU(k) and corresponding information set in KGU(k)
As shown in Figure 7 , there are two methods that are applied to filter the product gene knowledge after retrieving knowledge from database. The two methods are explained in Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2, respectively. Here, retrieving knowledge can be realized by database technology; it has a very high data processing efficiency.
Filtering Knowledge by Calculating Direct Similarity
We can get different kinds of knowledge genes by retrieving and some useless data is also included. Besides, in some cases, the number of knowledge genes is large. It is difficult to process and analyze the data. Therefore, it is necessary to filter knowledge genes with similarity. However, the weight cannot be determined for the time being. So it is an efficient method to filter knowledge genes with direct similarity for further application, where direct similarity is the value of similarity without considering weights. The direct similarity between the target gene and the reference gene is calculated as follows:
Equation (13) is the calculation method of the direct similarity, and it is explained by Equations (14) and (15) . Here, if SD(PG, KPG)>TS, then the knowledge gene is a relevant reference gene of quality defects diagnosis.
Filtering Knowledge by Calculating Synthetic Similarity
To get knowledge genes more accurately, calculating synthetic similarity is important for further filtration, where synthetic similarity is the value of similarity with the consideration of weights. The synthetic similarity between the target gene and the reference gene is calculated as follows:
Equation (16) is the calculation method of the synthetic similarity, and it is explained by Equations (15) and (17) . Equations (18) and (19) are the constraint conditions. Here, if S(PG, KPG)>TSS, then the knowledge gene is an available reference gene.
Optimizing weights. A dynamic optimization method of weights based on PSO is developed in this study. PSO is a population evolutionary algorithm (EA) inspired by social behavior of bird flocking. Compared with other algorithms, it is more robust as it can work with limited information such as the fitness evaluation of each particle [37] . Besides, the encoding method of PSO can meet the demands of continuous or discrete variable values, therefore, it can be used to solve approximation of extremum and manufacturing resource combinatorial optimization (MRCO) problems [38, 39] .
For the reasons mentioned above, PSO is applied to optimize weights in calculating the synthetic similarity between the target gene and the reference gene. Figure 8 illustrates the flowchart of the optimization method of weights with PSO. The optimization process and encoding method of PSO have been explained in the literature [1] and the particles in this study are continuous codes.
For the reasons mentioned above, PSO is applied to optimize weights in calculating the synthetic similarity between the target gene and the reference gene. Figure 8 illustrates the flowchart of the optimization method of weights with PSO. The optimization process and encoding method of PSO have been explained in the literature [1] and the particles in this study are continuous codes. According to Equations (16)- (19) , the calculation method of synthetic similarity and constraints of weights are expressed as follows: According to Equations (16)- (19) , the calculation method of synthetic similarity and constraints of weights are expressed as follows:
where n refers to the total number of elements, p refers to the index of an element, w p refers to the element p in the target gene. Therefore, a particle in PSO can be described with a set of weights [x 1 , x 2 ,
. . . , x p , . . . , x n ] corresponding to the elements in the target gene and w p = x p . The fitness function f (x) of each particle is expressed as follows:
where l is the total number of knowledge genes in relevant diagnosis knowledge pool as shown in Figure 8 . l 1 is the number of knowledge genes which meet the condition SD(PG(PE), KPG i (PE))>0, l 2 is the number of knowledge genes which meet the condition SD(PG(PE), KPG j (PE)) = 0. KPG i and KPG j represent the knowledge gene in the relevant diagnosis knowledge pool. It means that a knowledge gene should be valued if the similarity between the PEs of the knowledge gene and that of the target gene is greater than 0.
Fuzzy Comprehensive Evaluation for Multi-Factor Diagnosis
Fuzzy comprehensive evaluation (FCE) is a comprehensive decision-making methodology for solving multi-variable problems in a complex decision process [40] . Particularly, it is the process that a large number of related factors are covered comprehensively and multiple objectives are taken into account together to obtain reference results [41] . The characteristics of FCE can be summarized as follows: First, it should be applied to problems with multi-factor; second, its result is a fuzzy set rather than a determined value [42, 43] . Therefore, FCE is an effective and applicable method in accordance with the characteristic of many-to-many between quality defects and causes. The main process of FCE are explained in detail as follows:
Calculating membership degree. In this study, each quality defects in PEs of the target gene and the reference gene is a fuzzy factor. A fuzzy factor set consist of these factors in available quality diagnosis knowledge pool. Different factors can be categorized into different fuzzy classifications to a certain extent. The extent refers to the membership degree of a fuzzy classification for a fuzzy factor; these fuzzy classifications correspond to diagnosis conclusions in KCLs of knowledge genes in the available quality diagnosis knowledge pool.
Expert evaluation and empirical data (i.e., fuzzy statistical classification) are the two main methods to calculate the membership degree of fuzzy factors [44] . Expert evaluation determines membership degrees by multiple experts evaluating fuzzy classification of each fuzzy factor according to their experience, where the research objects of expert evaluation method are often definite, the numbers of fuzzy factors and fuzzy classifications are limited. In this paper, the research object, fuzzy factors, and fuzzy classifications are all varied. Therefore, the fuzzy statistical classification method is applied based on the available quality diagnosis knowledge pool, as shown in Figure 7 . The membership function is defined as follows:
where α represents the index of a quality defect (fuzzy factor) and β represents the index of a cause (fuzzy classification), b represents the number of causes. N αβ represents the frequency of occurrence of cause β when defect α occurs in the available quality diagnosis knowledge pool. It is explained with an example, as shown in Table 3 . According to the membership function, as shown in Equation (28), the membership degree of FC 1 for FF 1 is 5/(5+2+3) = 0.5, the membership degree of FC 1 for FF 2 is 2/(5+2+3) = 0.2, and so on. Here, the "5" is the times of occurrences of FF 1, which is related to FC 1 in available quality knowledge pool. "2" is the times of occurrences of FF 2, which is related to FC 1 in available quality knowledge pool.
Establishing fuzzy subset. The fuzzy factor set and fuzzy classification set are represented by two Euclidean vectors respectively as follows:
where a represents the number of fuzzy factors (defects), x α refers to the fuzzy factor α and y β is the fuzzy classification β. Therefore, the membership degrees of fuzzy factor α in each fuzzy classification are represented by fuzzy subset U α as shown in Equation (31) .
Here, u αβ represent the membership degree of FC β for FF α . These values are determined by the method of calculating membership degree mentioned above.
Establishing defects vector and result vector. The defects set (i.e., PEs of target gene) and result set are described respectively as follows:
where rv β represents the probability of evaluation object (i.e., the defects of the target gene) to be classified as y β . The greater the value, y β is more likely the cause of defects. Determining FCE matrix. Based on available quality diagnosis knowledge pool, the defects and diagnosis conclusions described in PEs and KCLs of knowledge genes are applied to calculate the membership degree of each quality defects in each diagnosis conclusion. The FCE matrix consists of the membership degrees and expressed as follows: 
where, R is the FCE matrix. r αβ is the membership degree of fuzzy factor α in fuzzy classification β corresponding to u αβ . It is expressed as follows:
Calculating diagnosis result. Based on of the FCE matrix R and defects vector DV, the comprehensive evaluation result set RV is calculated as follows:
The symbol " " represents the fuzzy operator. Some composite methods including M(∧,∨), M( ,∨), M(∧, +), M(+, ), and so on have been applied to obtain evaluation results [45] . Compared with others, the M(+, ) method considers and retains each fuzzy factor's contribution to the evaluation results, so it is applied in this study. The values of the fuzzy diagnosis result set RV is calculated as follows:
According to the principle of maximum membership degree, if rv β ≥1/b, the corresponding cause in Y will be identified as one of the possible causes of defects in this paper. After verification, the case of the target gene will be stored in the product gene knowledge base as new knowledge.
Case Study and Discussion
Data Preparation
To verify the model and method proposed in this paper, bearing spacer, as shown in Figure 9 of an M5018A roller press of a building material equipment enterprise in northern China is used as an experiment. This enterprise is a large-scale manufacturing enterprise affiliated to a building material group in China; its products include roller press, cement mill, grate cooler, etc. Given the needs and characteristics of each enterprise, we have helped the group and its subordinate manufacturing enterprises to achieve in-depth informatization. In addition, due to the interconnection of information systems among these enterprises, manufacturing process data of products can be effectively managed and widely shared, which creates conditions for us to verify the theory and method of this paper. The process card of bearing spacer is shown in Figure 10 . After quenching, microcracks are found on the transverse plane. In addition, the surface roughness of cylindrical, internal cylindrical, and transverse plane do not meet the requirements of design. Consequently, the causes of defects should be analyzed to avoid the same problems. In the bearing spacer, the quality of each surface is influenced by two other surfaces. Therefore, the target gene can be extracted, as shown in Figure 5 , The process card of bearing spacer is shown in Figure 10 . After quenching, microcracks are found on the transverse plane. In addition, the surface roughness of cylindrical, internal cylindrical, and transverse plane do not meet the requirements of design. Consequently, the causes of defects should be analyzed to avoid the same problems. In the bearing spacer, the quality of each surface is influenced by two other surfaces. Therefore, the target gene can be extracted, as shown in Figure 5 , according to the process card and manufacturing process quality information. influenced by two other surfaces. Therefore, the target gene can be extracted, as shown in Figure 5 , according to the process card and manufacturing process quality information. Retrieving knowledge. In information set L, the values of elements "1-4" in the three gene units are applied to retrieve knowledge from the database. If the value of an element "1-4" in a knowledge gene equals "C6" or "IC6" or "TP2", then the knowledge gene is taken as a result of retrieval. This method can improve the retrieval range of knowledge, and get more effective reference data. The "C6" is in GU(1), the "IC6" is in GU (2) , the "TP2" is in GU (3) . In addition, the information set R is used to associate the complete knowledge genes. Some of the results obtained are shown in Table 4 . 
Index
GU ( Retrieving knowledge. In information set L, the values of elements "1-4" in the three gene units are applied to retrieve knowledge from the database. If the value of an element "1-4" in a knowledge gene equals "C6" or "IC6" or "TP2", then the knowledge gene is taken as a result of retrieval. This method can improve the retrieval range of knowledge, and get more effective reference data. The "C6" is in GU(1), the "IC6" is in GU(2), the "TP2" is in GU(3). In addition, the information set R is used to associate the complete knowledge genes. Some of the results obtained are shown in Table 4 . Table 4 . Knowledge genes obtained by retrieval.
GU ( Where the elements "6-1" corresponds to the information set PE and "7-1" correspond to the information sets KCL. In element "6-1," each value represents a quality defect described by an abbreviation of its name. In element "7-1," each value represents a cause of quality defects, which is also described by an abbreviation of its name. These abbreviations are explained in Table 5 . Due to the help of modern database technology, the information as shown in Table 4 can be quickly retrieved from the product gene knowledge base. Therefore, this method greatly improves data processing efficiency in the process of quality defect diagnosis.
Available Knowledge Acquisition
Filtering Knowledge Genes with Direct Similarity
To avoid the loss of valid data and the retention of invalid data, the threshold of direct similarity is set to TS = 0.7. If the direct similarity between the target gene and a knowledge gene is greater than TS, then the knowledge gene is in the relevant diagnosis knowledge pool. For instance, according to the Equations (13)- (15), the direct similarity between the target gene and the first knowledge gene, as shown in Table 4 is calculated as follows:
SD(GU(1), KGU (1) 
Where SD(PG, KPG)>TS, the first knowledge gene should be in the relevant diagnosis knowledge pool. According to the calculation method mentioned above and TS, relevant knowledge genes, as shown in Table 6 are obtained. The corresponding values of direct similarity are shown in Table 7 . Table 6 . Relevant knowledge genes filtered by direct similarity.
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Index
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33 Table 6 . Cont. Here, 19 knowledge genes are found to be related to the target gene. After comparing the sequences of these knowledge genes, as shown in Table 6 with that of the target gene and as shown in Figure 4 , we find that the information contained in these knowledge genes is similar to that of the target gene to a great extent. It indicates that the method of filtering knowledge genes with direct similarity is effective and the threshold is reasonable. As shown in Table 7 , the data with bold fonts means that the corresponding knowledge genes do not contain the same defects in the target gene. Therefore, although the knowledge genes containing the same defect as the target gene are more referential, the value of other knowledge genes should not be ignored.
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Filtering Knowledge Genes by Calculating Synthetic Similarity
According to the data in Table 7 , in Equation (24), the values of l is 19, the values of l 1 is 15, and that of l 2 is 4. To further identify available diagnosis knowledge, the synthetic similarity is used to filter knowledge. To calculate the values of synthetic similarity between the target gene and knowledge genes as shown in Table 7 , the PSO is applied to optimize the weights of elements of the target gene.
Optimizing weights. In the PSO, the initial values of weights corresponding to the initial position of a particle are set as the same value in this study. The related parameters of PSO are shown in Table 8 . Besides, it will be initialized when a weight value is less than 0 or a single weight is 25% greater than the sum of all weights to guarantee the rationality of distribution of weights in the process of running PSO. 
The algorithm run 30 times, the evolutionary curves of the average value of the best fitnesses (f (x)) are shown in Figure 11 . It can be easily observed that the fitness is optimized to a certain extent and the algorithm converges within 50 generations. So we can conclude that the PSO is effective in the weights optimization of this study.
In particular, the solution that its best fitness is the closest to the average value of the best fitnesses is chosen to be a reasonable sequence of weights for further application. According to the results of PSO, the optimized solution is expressed by the sequence as follows: As shown in the expression (42) , the array of weights is divided into three segments, which are separated by "-". Values in the first segment represent the weights of elements in GU (1) . Values in the second segment represent the weights of elements in GU (2) . Values in the third segment represent the weights of elements in GU (3) . The result of weights shows that different elements have different correlations with the performance of product quality in this experiment. Based on the optimized solution, the synthetic similarities between the target gene and relevant genes as shown in Table 6 are calculated by Equations (20)- (23) and the values are shown in Table 9 . The threshold of synthetic similarity is set to TSS = 0.8 for improving accuracy. It can be easily observed that 15 values of synthetic values are greater than the threshold (TSS). Therefore, the available quality diagnosis knowledge pool consists of the corresponding 15 knowledge genes. As shown in Table 9 , these available knowledge genes are marked with bold fonts. Compared with the data in Table 7 , we can find that the eliminated knowledge genes in Table 9 contain the same quality defects as the target gene. It indicates that the same quality performance does not mean greater referability.
Experiment Results and Discussion
According to the data in Table 6 and Table 9 , the empirical data for multi-factor diagnosis with fuzzy comprehensive evaluation are obtained as shown in Table 10 , and the corresponding membership degrees as shown in Equation (45) are calculated by the approach in Section 4.2. Here, the fuzzy factor set and fuzzy classification set are expressed as follows:
("sr", "mc1", "ce1", "de1", "de2", "de3", "de4", "bh", "imp", "he1") X = (43) ("om11", "om13", "mat", "mt", "pw11", "pw13", "pw53", "cm1", "cm2", "ht1", "ht2","tem1","tem2") Y = (44) Figure 11 . Evolutionary curves of the average value of the best fitnesses.
As shown in the expression (42) , the array of weights is divided into three segments, which are separated by "-". Values in the first segment represent the weights of elements in GU (1) . Values in the second segment represent the weights of elements in GU (2) . Values in the third segment represent the weights of elements in GU (3) . The result of weights shows that different elements have different correlations with the performance of product quality in this experiment. Based on the optimized solution, the synthetic similarities between the target gene and relevant genes as shown in Table 6 are calculated by Equations (20)- (23) and the values are shown in Table 9 . The threshold of synthetic similarity is set to TSS = 0.8 for improving accuracy. It can be easily observed that 15 values of synthetic values are greater than the threshold (TSS). Therefore, the available quality diagnosis knowledge pool consists of the corresponding 15 knowledge genes. As shown in Table 9 , these available knowledge genes are marked with bold fonts. Compared with the data in Table 7 , we can find that the eliminated knowledge genes in Table 9 contain the same quality defects as the target gene. It indicates that the same quality performance does not mean greater referability.
According to the data in Tables 6 and 9 , the empirical data for multi-factor diagnosis with fuzzy comprehensive evaluation are obtained as shown in Table 10 , and the corresponding membership degrees as shown in Equation (45) are calculated by the approach in Section 4.2. Here, the fuzzy factor set and fuzzy classification set are expressed as follows: X = ( sr , mc1 , ce1 , de1 , de2 , de3 , de4 , bh , imp , he1 )
Y = ( om11 , om13 , mat , mt , pw11 , pw13 , pw53 , cm1 , cm2 , ht1 , ht2 , tem1 , tem2 ) 
According to the information of the target gene and the definition of Equation (32) , the defects set is encoded as DV = (3, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)
where each value in DV represents the frequency of a defect appeared in the target gene. For instance, the first "3" indicates that "sr" appears three times in the target gene, the first "1" indicates that "mc1" appears one time in the target gene, and so on. According to Equations (36) and (37) 
where each value in RV represents the degree of correlation between a cause and the defects in the target gene. For instance, the first "0.09" indicates that the possibility of attributing the defects to "om11" is 0.09, the second "0.09" indicates that the possibility of attributing the defects to "om13" is also 0.09, and so on. Here, b = 1, then 1/b = 0.08. According to the rule defined in the last paragraph of Section 4.2 and the result set as shown in equation (47), it can be easily observed that the values of rv 1 , rv 2 , rv 3 , rv 4 , rv 5 , rv 8 , rv 9 , rv 10 , and rv 12 meet the rule. Therefore, "om11", "om13", "mat", "mt", "pw11", "cm1", "cm2", "ht1" and "tem1" are the possible causes of defects of the target gene. According to the data of the target gene as shown in Figure 5 , the possible causes in the experiment of this study are analyzed as shown in Table 11 . Table 11 . Analysis of possible causes in the experiment of this study.
Cause
Analysis and Conclusion om11
The ages of machines of rough turning (or semi-finish turning) in GU(1) is 12 years, GU(2) is 7 years, and GU(3) is 8 years. Generally, the processing capacity of a machine older than 10 years will be greatly affected in building material equipment enterprise. Therefore, the "om11" is one of the causes of "sr" in GU(1).
om13
The ages of machines of finish turning in GU(1) is 5 years, GU(2) is 8 years, and GU(3) is 3 years. Therefore, the "om13" should be excluded.
mat, mt
These two causes can be verified by inspecting the quality of material and measuring tools. In this experiment, the material is qualified, while some of measuring tools are unqualified. Therefore, the "mat" should be excluded and the 'mt' should be one of the causes of defects.
pw11
The capabilities of workers of rough turning (or semi-finish turning) in GU(1), GU(2) and GU(3) are 3, 4, 5, where 4 is the median. Therefore, the "pw11" is also one of the causes of "sr" in GU(1).
cm1
The structure of the casting mold is found to be unreasonable. Therefore, the "cm1" is one of the causes of defects.
cm2
No impurities are found on the part, therefore, the "cm2" should be excluded.
ht1
Generally, the holding time of quenching of the part should be about 3.5 minutes. Therefore, the "ht1" should be one of the causes of defects.
tem1
The temperature of quenching is reasonable, therefore, the "tem1" should be excluded.
Here, the causes with bold are verified to be the diagnosis results of quality defect of the bearing spacer. Among them, "om11" and "pw11" only occur on GU(1). Therefore, in this experiment, we can get the diagnosis conclusions as follows: The age of the machine of rough turning or semi-finish turning, the material of the bearing spacer, the proficiency of worker of rough turning or semi-finish turning, the structure of casting mold and the holding time of quenching are the causes of defects in GU(1); the material of the bearing spacer, the structure of the casting mold and the holding time of quenching are the causes of defects in GU(2) and GU(3).
In summary, the codes of information set KCL of GU(1), GU(2) and GU(3) in target gene should be ("om11", "mt", "pw11", "cm1", "ht1"), ("mt", "cm1", "ht1") and ("mt", "cm1", "ht1"). Then a new diagnosis knowledge should be established based on the information and diagnosis conclusions of the target gene for further application.
Conclusions
To address the problem of quality defects diagnosis for large equipment, a novel quality defects diagnosis method based on product gene theory and knowledge base was developed. In the method, a product gene model and an encoding method based on processing surface were developed, whose mode of evolution was also defined. To apply the proposed product gene theory, a similarity calculation rule of attribute was proposed. A similarity evaluation rule and an optimization method of weights of elements based on PSO were addressed to filter the available knowledge of product gene from the knowledge base. Focusing on the characteristic of many-to-many between quality defects and causes, an FCE method was proposed for further localization of causes of defects. This method provides a different and valuable way for managers to optimize their quality control of manufacturing.
According to the experimental process and results in this study, it can be concluded as follows: First, the data as shown in Tables 4 and 6 showed that the proposed product gene model and encoding method can describe the quality information of a product in large equipment manufacturing enterprises reasonably, and it also has good applicability; second, the knowledge genes obtained by filtering with direct similarity and synthetic were verified to be appropriate, so the design of the filtration method in this study is reasonable, in addition, the PSO was also proved to be n effective method to optimize weights of elements in target gene; finally, multiple factors were found to be the causes of defects in the target gene and there are differences in different gene units, thus the proposed quality defects
